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Although we don't have an official MIUI version at this
time, we have made a huge progress and now we are
able to bring MIUI back to HTC One M8. Our latest
builds are based on Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow. This
build can restore all the stock apps including HTC Sense
6 as well. This build is very stable, fast and is also one
of the fastest ROMs currently available in the market. It
comes with a clean UI with very few changes as
compared to stock Android 6.0.1 Marshmallow.
Changelog of the ROM: -New UI with latest material
design -No bloatware -Clean AOSP build -Pure Android
without any modifications -Stock wallpapers and icons
Installation instructions: You need to download the
following files: -The latest stable build of ADB (Note The latest ADB might be not stable, so this will work)
-The latest stable build of TWRP (note - The latest
TWRP might be not stable, so this will work) -The
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Android 6.0.1 (AOKP based) firmware for the device.
We would also recommend to uninstall the previous
versions from your device before installing this build.
You can download the AOKP based Android 6.0.1
firmware below: -Use the above download links to
download the Android 6.0.1 (AOKP based) firmware
and extract the files on your phone. Once the extraction
is completed, now you need to root your device using
fastboot and then flash the ROM you have just extracted
on your phone. Restart the device after flashing is
complete. You have successfully installed the firmware
on your phone. Note - If the download fails, use the
Fastboot commands below: ``` fastboot flash boot
zimage.7z fastboot flash recovery zimage.7z fastboot
flash system zimage.7z fastboot flash cache zimage.7z
fastboot flash userdata zimage.7z fastboot reboot``` You
can now unroot the device using the following
command: fastboot oem unlock``` If everything goes
fine, your phone will now boot into TWRP. Now, you
can proceed to flash the current ROM on your device
using the below command: recovery flash boot
On our website you will receive a verified installation
file of CM2MT2 v2.20. . Download the latest Infinity
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Box CM2-SPD; Here we share the latest CM2MT2
v2.20 update. Please download the latest version of
Infinity CM2MT2 v2.20. . If you have questions about
CM2MT2 v2.20. . Please ask questions in the
comments. Infinity Box CM2MT2 v2.20. Infinity Box
CM2MT2 v2.20 . fffad4f19a
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